MYTH: DSLRs dominate photography.

TRUTH: The E-M1 Mark II is the new boss in cameratown.

The reign of the DSLR is over. The Olympus OM-D E-M1 Mark II is lighter, faster and packs greater imaging firepower. It has features DSLRs can only dream about: 60 fps full resolution shooting, a silent shutter, focus stacking and more. Shoot smooth 4K video and crisp photos thanks to the world's most effective image stabilization. The E-M1 Mark II's sleek, lightweight and weatherproof design makes long shoots in tough conditions easy. And your DSLR? Retire it.

gofotop.com/myths

* With M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-100mm f/4 IS PRO, as of September 2016
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COVER PHOTO BY JASON BRADLEY
West Indian manatee are gentle and curious marine mammals that frequent the waters of Crystal River, Fla., during the winter months. Crystal River has several springs with natural freshwater springs that are much warmer than the surrounding ocean waters, and this provides a warm haven for the manatees. This manatee was relaxing in a warm spring at Yulee Fishery Park, near Anclote underwater housing and the Southerna 10-50 underwater strobes.

To see more of Bradley's work, see "Divining Into Underwater Photography," page 60.
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